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ABSTRACT 
A checking automaton is equivalent o a one-way nonerasing stack automaton 
which, once it enters its stack, never again writes on its stack. The checking automaton 
languages (cal) form a full AFL closed under substitution. If L C a* is an infinite 
cal, then L contains an infinite regular set. Consequently, there are one-way non- 
erasing stack languages (such as {a "2 ;n > 1}) which are not cal. 
Let .~ be the family of one-way stack languages and let "Lax be a subAFL of -~. 
.W is closed under substitution into ~1 if and only if -Z' x is contained in the family 
of context-free languages. &a is closed under substitution by -W1 if and only if -~t is 
a family of cal. Hence, the one-way stack languages are not closed under substitution. 
The one-way nested stack languages properly include the stack languages. 
The family of quasi-real-time one-way stack languages is not closed under sub- 
stitution by cal. Thus the quasi-real-time one-way stack languages are not a full AFL 
but are a proper subAFL of the one-way stack languages. 
Let .Z'tr be the family of one-way nonerasing stack languages, and let -Z' x be a 
subAFL. Then &aN is closed under substitution into -~t if and only if ~x is a family 
of regular sets. Hence -Z}N is a proper subfamily of .L ,a. 
INTRODUCTION 
The  stack automaton  was first in t roduced in [6] as a device which embodies many 
features used in the syntactic analysis of p rogramming languages and is more powerful  
than a pushdown automaton.  The  closure propert ies of one-way stack languages were 
extensively studied in [7] and [11]. In general,  one-way stack languages were found to 
* Research sponsored in part by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Office of 
Aerospace Research, USAF, under contract F1962867C0008, and by the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, under AFOSR Grant No. AF- 
AFOSR- 1203-67. 
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have same closure properties as context-free languages in both the deterministic and 
nondeterministic cases. Context-free languages are closed under substitution, but the- 
problem remained open for one-way stack languages. It was shown in [7] that one-way 
stack languages are closed under substitution into context-free languages. In this 
paper we prove that this is the best possible result. Thus the one-way stack languages 
provide a natural example of a full AFL  (that is a family of languages closed under 
union, product, *, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection with 
a regular set) which is not closed under substitution. This also shows that the one-way 
nested stack automaton languages properly include the one-way stack automaton 
languages. 
Another property of the context-free languages that does not generalize to one-way 
stack languages is their definability by quasi-real-time pushdown automata--that is, 
nondeterministic pushdown automata which read a new input for each move [9]. In 
this paper we show that quasi-real-time one-way stack languages are properly contained 
in the one-way stack languages. This provides a natural example of an AFA (an 
abstract family of one-way acceptors) defining only reeursive sets whose quasi-real-time 
languages are not closed under homomorphism or even linear erasing. 
In order to establish these results it is necessary to examine a particular subfamily 
of one-way stack languages, the checking automaton languages, or cal. These are 
defined in section one and it is shown that they form a full AFL  closed under 
substitution. 
In section two we examine cal on one letter in order to establish proper containment 
in the family of one-way nonerasing stack languages. In section three we give two 
preliminary lemmas on stack languages in order to establish the main result on substitu- 
tion, which appears in section four. In section five we examine quasi-real-time stack 
automata. 
l .  CHECKING AUTOMATA LANGUAGES 
In section one we define checking automaton languages and establish some of their 
properties. Essentially, a checking automaton is a one-way nonerasing stack automaton 
which, once it enters its stack, never writes on it again. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A one-way stack automaton is an 8-tuple M = (K, s  8, 8b, 
q0, Z0, F) such that: 
(1) K, Z', /" are finite sets of states, inputs, and stack symbols respectively, 
(2) Z 0 is in / ' ,  q0 is in K, F_C K, and/ 'n  {1, 0} := ;5, 
(3) 3 is a function from K • (Z' u {~}) • F into the subsets o fK  • {,+1, --1, 0}, 
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(4) 30 is a function from K • (Z' W {e}) • F into the subsets of 
K • ({1, 0, E} w (F  - -  {Zo))).l 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let  M = (K, Z, F,  3, 30 , qo, Z0, F )  be a one-way stack auto- 
maton. A configuration of M is any quadruple (q, w, y, i) where q is in K, w is in Z'*, 
y i s inF*and0~<i~<ly1-2  
If C - -  (q, w, y, i) is a configuration and i = 0, we say that M is on the top of the 
stack. If i ) 1, we say that M is inside the stack. 
Notation. We define three relations between configurations. I f A 1 ,..., A,~ are in / ' ,  
(q, aw, Am "'" Aa , i) is a configuration, i >~ 1 and (q', j)  is in 3(q, a, Ai), then 
(q, aw, Am. . .Ax , i )~- - (q ' ,w ,A~. . 'A l , i+ j ) ,  if O~i+j~m.  
I f  (q, aw, A,,~ ... A 1 , 0) is a configuration and (q', ~) is in 3b(q, a, A1) , then 
(1) if o~ =j  is an integer, (q, aw, Am "'" A~ , O) ~-- (q', w, Am "'" Aa , j) ,  
(2) if c, = ~, (q, aw, Am "'" A~ , O) ~-- (q', w, Am""  A~, 0), if m >~ 2, and 
(q, aw, A~ , O) ~-  (q', w, e, 0), 
(3) if ~ is in/"-{Z0} , then (q, aw, A~. . .  A~,  0) ~-  (q', w, A~ ... A~a, 0). The  
relation ~ is the union of the relations #-  and ~-. The relations ~Z., ~_  and I 8. are 
the transitive, reflexive closures of ~--, #-  and ~-  respectively. To  emphasize the 
* A*  b* automaton M we write ~ or ~ or ~ff-~. M is said to define two languages, 
L(M)  = {w I 3q in F,  y in / ' * ,  integer i, 0 ~ i ~ I Y ], (qo, w, Z0 ,0)  ~2_ (q, e, y,  i)} 
and 
C(M)  = {w I ~q in F, y in F*, (qo , w, y, 1) ~-  (q, r  0)}. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A one-way stack automaton M = (K, 27, F,  3, 3b, qo, Z0, F )  is 
quasi-real-time if for all q in K, A in F, 3(q, r A)  = 3~(q, E, A)  = ~.  M is nonerasing 
if for all q in K,  a in Z' u {r A in F, Sb(q, a, A)  n K • {e} = ;~. 
DEFINITION 1.4. L is a (quasi-real-time) (nonerasing) stack automaton language 
[abbreviated (qr) (ne) sal] if there is a one-way (quasi-real-t ime) (nonerasing) stack 
automaton M such that L = L( M) .  L is a (quasi-real-time) checking automaton language 
[abbreviated (qr) cal] if there is a one-way (quasi-real-t ime) stack automaton M such 
that L = C(M).  
1 This definition combines features of the definitions in [7] and [11]; the equivalence to either 
alternative is obvious in view of results in [7] and [11] regarding the superfluity of endmarkers. 
2 For any set A, A* is the monoid freely generated by A with identity *. The length of w is 
defined as [w [, where ] e [ = 0 and for letters al ,..., an, I al "'" a~ ] = n. 
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In the next section we shall see that there are sal not definable as C(M)  for any M. 
Note that if we are interested only in C(M)  we can assume that 3b(q, a, A) := ~ for 
all (q, a, A). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let .W(~ at) be the family of sal (qr sal), let ~?N(.Z'N t) be the 
family of ne sal (qr ne sal), and let c~(cft) be the family of cal (qr cal). 
We shall now show that ,~ is closed under substitution and that c~ C ..Z' N . 
LEMMA l . l .  L-a and oZ' N are closed under substitution by ~.  ~ is closed under substi- 
tution. 3 
Proof. Let L C Z*  be a sal. Let r be a substitution defined on Z*  such that for 
each a in Z, r(a) --  L~ C_ Z*  is a cal. Let L = L(M) ,  where M = (K, Z, F, 3, 3b, q0, 
Z0, F )  is a 1-way stack automaton. For  each a in Z, let L ,  --- C(Ma), where 
M a = (K~ , Za , Fa ,  3, , qa, Z~, F,) .  As we remarked before, we can omit the stack 
transition 8b ~ since we are concerned only with C(M~). We can assume that K n K ,  --= 
K~ ch K~, = I" n F~ = F~ (h F,.  = ~ for a --/- a'. Let 07 o be new and for each a in 
S, let 07a and ~,  be new. Let 7" ~= (J,, in z (F,~ L) {07~, Z,}). 
We want to sprinkle strings in T* in between members of P. The  machine M 
simulating M and the M~,  will always have members of each Z J '~  Z ,  close at hand to 
check membership in La without forgetting where M was in its stack. The  construction 
of .~/ involves much painstaking bookkeeping and the details are not helpful. Since the 
capabilities of stack automata have been well documented, we shall outline the parts 
of 3i .  
3 I  acts in several stages. 
(1) Initially, M reads its new bottom of stack marker 7S 0 and proceeds to write 
nondeterminist ical ly an arbitrary member  of T* on its stack. Then  it decides to write 
Z 0 on top and proceeds to stage 2. At this point its stack is 07oYZo for some y in T*. 
(2) 3 f  decides whether or not .M is going to read an input in Z. I f  not M goes to 
stage (7). Otherwise M goes to stage (3). 
(3) M goes to the left of the symbol of _P it is now scanning and hunts for a string 
in 07~/~'2~ for some a. I f  it finds none, it blocks. In the process M must remember 
whether it was at the top of the stack (i.e., in a configuration (q, w, y, 0). 
SLet L_C~*. For each a in  Z, let L. C27". Let rbe  the function defined by r(0 = {~), 
~'(a) = L, for each a in 2: and r(al "" ak) -- ~'(al) "" r(a~) for each k ~> 1, and ai in Z. Then ~- 
is called a substitution (by the L,). Define r(L) = {.Jx In L r(X). A family .La x said to be closed 
under substitution by a family &a s into a family .L~ 3 if r(L) is in .W 1 whenever L is in .ga s and 
~'(a) is in -s 2 for each a. L#' l is closed under substitution by (into) .Z'2(.Z's) if -Z' x = .ga s (.Z' 1 = .Z'2). 
-L* 1 is closed under substitution if -Z 1 = s  = -~3 9 
57 r/3/z -6 
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(4))~r nondeterministically selects ZayZa,  y in T'* for some a in Z'. Now it 
imitates 3I~ on the stack string to the left of Z~, and reading input in Z~*. M blocks 
if it tries to read a symbol not in / 'a  u {~a}. If it moves right into Z~ in a final state of 
M~, then M knows it has found w inL~ = C(Ma). Remembering a, M goes to stage (5). 
(5) M finds M 's  stack place by going right to the first member of F on the stack. 
M selects a move of M on input a, for the appropriate state and stack symbol. Then M 
goes to stage 6. 
(6) Mimitates M. I fMgoes  left, Mf inds the first member o f / ' to  the left, ignoring 
all y in T*. Similarly M goes right or stays put if M goes right or stays put. I f  M 
writes a new symbol A on the stack, M writes y , ' / for  anyy  in T*. I f  M erases .//, then 
M erases .4 and all members of T until the next symbol in F is reached. If M accepts, 
M accepts. In any case, M returns to Stage (2). 
(7) M selects amove in 3(q, ~, A) or 3b(q, E, A) to imitate. There is no need to check 
the input, so M goes directly to stage (6). 
Then L(M)  ~ r(L), and M is clearly nonerasing if M is nonerasing. It is easier to 
find M '  so that C(M' )  = r(C(M)). There is no need to imitate M 's  erasing or writing 
instructions, or to remember when M is at the top of the stack. This simplifies the 
construction. M '  starts by reading a new symbol 2 0 and then goes left, otherwise 
behaving like .~r. I f  M '  returns to Z 0 in an accepting state it goes into an accepting 
state and moves right and halts. 
DEFINITION 1.6. An abstract family of languages (AFL) is a pair (Z, 58), or 58 
where Z is understood, where 
(1) 27 is infinite, 
(2) for eachL in 58, there is a finite Z 1C Zsuch  thatL C 27~', 
(3) L :/~ ~ for some L in 58, 
(4) 58 is closed under union, product, + ,  inverse homomorphism, intersection 
with regular sets, and c-free homomorphism. ~ A ful l  AFL  is an AFL  closed under 
arbitrary homomorphism. 
It  was shown in [10] that i fa  family contains a* for all a and is closed under substitu- 
tion and intersection with regular sets, then it is a full AFL.  cg clearly contains a* and is 
closed under intersection with regular sets, so that Lemma 1.1 gives us at once the 
following theorem. 
A + = A A*. A function f is ~-free if f(w) = E implies w = ~. A deterministic regular 
automaton is a 5-tuple, M = (K, 27 t , 8, qo, F) where (1) K and Z a are finite sets, (2) qo is in 
K and F _C K,  and (3) 8 is a function from K • Z" 1 into K. We extend 8 to K • 27~* by 3(q, r = q, 
and 8(q, ax) = 3(8(q, a), x), for q in K, a in 2:1 , x in 2~*. Then L(M) = {w [ 8(qo , w) n F ~ 0 }. 
A set L is regular if L = L(M) for some deterministic automaton M. 
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THEOREM I. 1. cC is a full AFL  closed under substitution. 
We note in passing that c~ C .L,8~r 
THEOREM 1.2. cg _C .Z' N . 
Proof. Let L = C(M), M -~ (K, 27, I', 8, qo, Zo, F). Let Zo, Z o be new symbols 
and let qo, q l ,  f be new states. Let 
/~r = (K w {qo, qx , f},  27, F u {2 o , 2o}, 8, 8b, qo, Zo, {/}), 
where 8 and 8b are defined below. For all Z in F ~9 {Zo}, 
8b(qo, ~, Z) = {(qo, A)/A in F} u ((~/x, 2o)}, 8b(qx, E, 20) ---- {(qo, + 1)}, 
and 
8(ql, E, ZO) = {(q0,-~- l)}. 
For all (q, a, .4) iri K • (s U {e}) • /', $(q, a, A) = 3(q, a, A). For p in F, 
8(p, 20) = (/, -1). 
Clearly L = C(M) = L(M) and -~ is nonerasing. 
2. ONE-SYMBOL CAL 
In this section we shall see that ~ is a proper subfamily of .Lfn. We first prove 
a lemma on one-symbol cal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L C a* be a cal. Then there is an integer k 1 such that if a m is in L 
for m > k x , then there is an integer ~ with 1 ~ ~ ~ m such that am-re(am) * C_ L. 
Proof. Let L = C(M), m=(K ,Z ,F ,  8, qo,r) .  Let k 2#K,  k 3#T '  and 
k t ~-= (k a + l)(k~. + 1)ok'+l). s 
If m ~ k for all a "~ in L, the conclusion of the lemma is Vacuously true. Otherwise, 
let a m be in L, m > k I . I f  Co, C 1 .... , Cr is a sequence of configurations such that 
C o ~-(qo,am, y, 1), Cr =(pr ,e ,y ,O)  for Pr in F and y in /1/'* and C,~-C~, 1 
for 0 ~ i < r, then we call (C o ,..., C~) a successful y-computation of length r for a". 
Let (C o ..... Cr) be a successful y-computation for a m such that: 
(1) if there is a successful y ' -computation for a m, then l y ' l  ~ l y ], and 
(2) if (C o .... , C~.) is a successful y-computation for a m, then r '~  r. Let 
5 For a finite set S, # S denotes the number of elements in S. 
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y = A,~ "'" A t , n ~ 1, A i in 
Po =- qo, mo = m and i o = 1. 
For each k, 1 ~ k ~ n, let 
F. Let G =(P i ,am' ,Y , i~) ,  O~j~<r ,  where 
an ~- (Pna ..... Pn,~), 1 <~ h x < h 2 < "'" < k~ <~ r, 
denote in sequence all statesp~ such that i~ = k but  either i~_ x -= k - -  1 or ij+~ ---- k - -  1. 
We call (x n the crossing sequence at barrier k of length In 9 That  is, ~x n records, in order, 
either the state of M scanning An after the stack head crosses from An-x left to An or 
the state of M scanning A~ as the stack head is about to cross from A n right to An_l 9 
Observe that i fp j  = p~, and ij = ij, fo r j  < j ' ,  then 
(pj , am,-m,', y,  ij) I -'~* (pj , e, y, ij). 
I f  m~ --  m~, :?& O, then if we set m = m~ --  m~,  we see that am-"(a ' )  * C_L, satisfying 
the conclusion of the lemma. If  rn~. - -  rnj, ---- O, then C~ -= Cj , ,  so that (C o .... , C~, 
Cs,+l ..... C~) is a successful y-computat ion for a '~ of length r - -  ( j '  - -  j )  < r, contra- 
dicting the minimal i ty  of r. In either case we can assume that no square o fy  is visited 
twice in the same state. 
In particular, we can assume that all crossing sequences are of length at most 
k s = #K.  Thus  there are at most hff~ distinct crossing sequences. But m > k 1 , so 
r > k I , and M must visit at least kl/k 2 > (k 3 -k 1)(ks + 1) k 2 > (k~ q- 1) h~ squares. 
Thus  the crossing sequences at two different squares with the same stack symbol must 
be the same. Formally,  there are positive nonzero integers k and k' such that 
Ak = Ak+~" and c~ - -  c~+k' 9 Let 
U.I = A n "'" Ak+ k" , X = Ak+b'_  1 "'" .4  k , .g = Ak_  1 " ' "  A 1 9 
Let /~=k+k' .  
In  Fig. 1 below we give an example that illustrates the general case. In the example, 
c~n = (Sl, s2, s3, s4) = (Pk~, Pn~, Pk,,  Pn,) = a~ := (P~I'  P~ '  Pk, '  P~0)" The  configu- 
rations involved are Cnl , Cn a , Cn 3 , C~ , C~ , C~ , C~, and Cn, in that order. 
In the diagram nj represents an input a ~, so that, for example: 
Cn3 = (sa, a'nk3, y, k), '~* C~ t ----- (sa, arn~l, y, k), and n4 "- mn3 - -  m~ 1 9 
By definition, m = n 1 + ". + n 9 . Each part of the computation takes part in the 
indicated part of the stack. For example, 
(s3, a~,, A~x,  1) ~-  (s 1 , ~, A~x, 1 + I x ,), 
and the relation Cnl ~ Ck~ implies (Sl, an~, x, 1) ~ (s2, E, x, 1). 
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9 ~; A~, Ak_ I !1 r 
9 n _ _  
q0 
J" Pr 
Fro. 1 
Let ~ ---- % + n4 + n6 + ns. There are two cases. If ~ = O, then 
m = n I + n a + n 5 + n~ + ng, 
and we could "cut out" x from the stack. That is, (q0, am, wz,  1) I '~* (Pr, E, wz,  0). 
Thus there is successful wz-computat ion for a" with ] wz [ < [ y i, contradicting the 
minimal i ty of y .  Th is  situation is il lustrated in Fig. 2 below. 
A;  A~_ I 
n7 ~ $3~ 
S 4 - 
% 
n 9 
FIG, 2 
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A*  
In any case observe that (q0, am-'~, wz, 1)t (Pr ,  c, wz, 0), so that a m-m is in L. 
If  ~ ~ 0, then for each t > 0, there is a successful wxtz-computation for a'~--m(at~'). 
Fig. 3 illustrates the case t -- 2. Hence am-re(am) * C_L, so ~ has the desired property. 
s 2 
n 6 
s 3 
A k A A Ak_ K 
~ n  I ,t qo 
3 
5 
--- Pr 
F IG .  3 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. l f  L C_ a* is an infinite cal, then L contains an infinite regular set. 
It is well-known that {a ~ I n >/ 1} is a ne sal and, in fact, a qr ne sal. Similarly, 
{ am I m is not a prime} is clearly a cal, but {a TIP is a prime} cannot be a cal by Lemma 
2.1. Thus we get the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.2. ~, is properly contained in .2~N. 
THEOREM 2.3. ~ iS not closed under intersection or complementation. 
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3. Two PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We shall need a lemma on stack automata nd context-free languages. 
DEEINITION 3.1. A one-way stack automaton M = (K, X, F, 8, 8b, q0, Zo, F) is a 
pushdown automaton (pda) if 8(q, a, A) = ~ for all (q, a, A) in K • (Z u (E}) • F. 
I f  M is a pda, then L(M) is context-free. 6 Let .~a e be the family of all context-free 
languages. Let ~a R be the family of all regular sets. 
We now show that if a stack automaton is on the top of its stack "too often" it 
defines a context-free language, but if it spends "too much time" inside the stack it 
defines a cal. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M ~= (K, X, / ' ,  3, ~b, qo, Zo , F) be a one-way stack automaton 
and let L ~ L( M). Let k ~ 0 be an integer such that if w is in L and I w [ > k, then there 
are symbols a 1 ..... an in X, states Po ..... Pn ~ K, with Pn in F and Po ~ qo, stack 
strings Yo ..... Yn in F* with Yo = Zo, and an integer j ~ 0 such that w =: a t ... an, 
(P i ,a i+t ,Y i ,0 )~(P i+t ,e ,  Yi+t,0) for 0 ~ i < n - -1 ,  
and (P,,-t, an ,Y , - t ,  0) ~- (p , ,  e, y,, ,j). Then L is context-free. Moreover, if M is 
nonerasing, then L is regular. 
Proof. For each a in S U (e}, y in F*, let S~(y) = {(p, q)/(p, a, y, 1) ~-~ (q, ~, y, 1)} 
and 
T~(y) :~ {p I 3 f inF ,  l > O, (p, a,y,  1) ~ (f, c,y, 1)). Let Z' = {b I ,..., bin}. 
Write b o = E. Let fr = {(So, S t ,..., Sin, To, 7'1 ,..., Tm)/S~ C_ K • K, T~ C K}. Note 
that for a in X tA{E},y,y' in F* ,A  in F, if S~(y)= S~(y'), S, (y )= S,(y'), 
T~(y) = T~(y') and T~(y) = T~(y'), then S~(yA) = S~(y'A) and T~(yA) = T~(y'A). 
Thus there is a function g from ff X F into ff such that if Si ---- Sb,(y), Ti = Sb,(y), 
0 ~<i~m,  then 
g((So , S 1 .. . . .  S in ,  To ,  T 1 .. . . .  Tin) , A )  
= (S,(yA),  Sb,(yA) ..... Sb,,,(yA), T,(yA), Tb,(yA) .... , Tb=(yA)). 
(Similar constructions appear in [5], [7] and [11]). For other S, g can be defined 
arbitrarily. Let / '~-- - - / '•  ft. Let f be a new state and let /~==Ku{f} .  Let 
Z o = (Zo, (S,(Zo) , Sh(Zo),... , Sb,,,(Zo) , T~(Zo) ..... Tb,~(Zo))). We define a pda 
~r = (K', z, P, ~, ~, q0,20, Fu  (/}),  
s The equivalence of this definition with more standard ones follows from results in [4] 
and [7]. 
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where ~(q, a, A) = ~ for all (q, a, A) in K • (X td {e}) • /~ and ~b is defined below. 
Let S stand for a member of ~. 
(1) If (q', a) is in 8b(q, a, A) for a -- 0 or a = ~, then for all (A, S) in P let 
(q', ct) be in 8b (q, a, (A, S)). 
(2) If (q', B) is in 8b(q, a, A) for B in F, then for all (A, S) in _P let (q', (B, g(S, B))) 
be in ~b(q, a, (A, S)). 
(3) Let (q', +1)  be in 3b(q, a, A), (q',p') be in S and (p , - -1 )  in 3(p', a', A) 
such that c - aa' is in Z' LJ {r i.e., either a or a' or both is the empty string. Let 
(A,S)  be inr ,  S =(S  0, . . . ,S .... T O .... ,T,,).  
(i) If So = S, then (p', 0) is in ~b(q, C, (A, S)). 
(ii) If a == a' = e and Sz =- S, then (p',  0) is in ~0(q, b~, (A, S)). 
(4) Let (q', +1)  be in 3b(q, a, A) and let q' be in T. Let (A, S) be in/~, 
S : (So ..... Sin, To ..... T,.) .  
(i) If r o = T, then (f, 0) is in ~b(q, a, (A, S)). 
(ii) I fa  =4and T~ = T, then( f ,  0) is in~b(q,b~,(,4, S)). 
We claim that L =:, L(M) u (L n {wfi w ] ~< k}). Now let h be the homomorphism 
from 1% into F* defined by h((A, S)) = A for all A in F, S in N. Observe that by 
the definition of g, if (qo, w, Z~o, 0) ~-_ (q, 4, .9o A, 0) for any • in 1%, q in K and 
- M 
A = (A, S O ..... S,~, 7' 0 ..... T,,) in /~, then S i = Sb,(h(yA)) and T i = rb,(h(yA)) 
for 0 ~ i ~ m. We say that A describes h(yA).  
A rule of type (4) can clearly be applied at most once9 Moreover, if 
A := (A, So ..... S, , ,  To ..... :/'~) 
and for some l, Tt :-- Tb~(h(yA)),~ in _iP*, then 
(q, b~ ,y~,  0) ~ (0, E,.f./i, 0) 
if and only if there is a j > 0, f in F such that (q, b~, h(37A), 0) A* W--- (f, e, h(~.d),j). 
For a pda, ~ is normally the empty relation. For convenience, let us define 
b*  9 z J *  9 as computation only by rules of types (1) and ~,2) and ~-  as computation only by 
9 9 9 z l *  b*  t 9 rules of Fype (3). 'I he relations ~ and ~ are defined as usual. Then for all q, q in 
9 , ~ 9 , b*  i ~ . . . .  i K, w in Z , y, y in I" , (q, w, y, 0) ~ (q, e ,y ,  0) if and only if there are y ,y  such 
that h(33 ) y, h (y )  ' - b . . . .  := = y and (q, w,y, O) ~-  (q, ~,y,  0). 
Rules of T3Jpe (3) a* 9 9 handle ~ transmons only for subwords in Z't3 {4}. That is, 
for all q, q', q" in K, a, a' in Z' v3 {E}, y in F*, with q ~ q", 
(q,a, y, O) ~ (q' ,a' ,y,  1) '~* (q", E, y, O) 
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if and only if there are y in/~* and A in F such that (h(y~i) = y, 
(q, a,y, O) ~-~ (q", ~,y, 0), 
and ~i describes y. Hence, by induction on the length of a computation in 217/, we see 
that for all w in Z'* and q in K (qo, w, Zo, O) ~- (q, ~, e, O) implies 
(qo, w, Zo, O) ~ (q, E, ~, 0). 
Thus L(M)  C_L(M). 
On the other hand, suppose w is in L with i w i > k. Let a a .... , an,po,". , ,On, 
Yo ,'", Yn, j he as described in the statement of this lemma. Then there are strings 
Yo, Yl , Y2 ; .... 3~n in /~* such that h( 20 = Yi, 1 ~ i ~ n, .Yo = Zo, 
(p~, a~+l ,fl~, 0) ~ (Pi+x, ~,Yi+l, 0), for 0 ~< i -< n -- 1, 
and either 
or  
(p,_~, a, ,Yn-x, 0) ~- (p , ,  e ,y , ,  0) if j=0  
if j>0 .  (Pn-1, a,, ,Y~-I, O) ~ (f, E,y~, O) 
In either case, w = a 1 ". an is in L(M). 
Therefore, L n {w/l w I > k) CL(M)  and L := L(.~) tA (L n w/! w [ ~ k}) as 
claimed. But L t~ {w/l w I ~ k} is finite and so regular and context-free. Since M is 
a pda and the context-free languages are closed under union, L is context-free. Now if 
M is nonerasing, clearly M is nonerasing. If a pda M is nonerasing, thenL(3I)  is regular 
[3], [6]. Therefore, if ~I  is nonerasing, L is regular. 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 tells us that if a stack automaton visits the interior of its stack 
only on null input, then it defines a context-free language. This result is well-known 
but does not appear in the literature; since the lemma is crucial to all subsequent 
theorems a full proof has been given. The construction in Lemma 3.1 is not effective 
as given; in particular only the existence ofg (a function with finite range and domain) 
was asserted. Since the existence of h in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is not decidable, 
we have not shown that g is effectively constructible from M. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M- - (K ,  27, 1", 3, 8b , qo , Zo , F) be a one-way stack automaton 
with L =: L(M). Let k ~ 1 be an integer with the property that if w is in L with ] w I > k, 
then there are states Pl and P2 in K, Pz in F, strings y and y' in I" 1 and integers i1 and i z 
such that 
(i) (qo, ,, Zo, o) ~ (pl, , ,y, O, 
(2) (Px, w,y,  l) ~ (P2, ",Y, il), 
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and 
(3) (P2 , ", Y, il) vy- (P3 , a, y', is). Then L is a cal. 
Proof. For each p in K, the sets 
R. = {y ](qo, ", go, 0) ~2. (p, . ,y ,  1)} 
and R'~ = {y I 3fEF,  i ~ O, y' in F*, (p , . ,  y, 0) ~- ( f , . ,  y', i)} are regular [6], [7], 
[11]. Consequently, for each p in K there are deterministic regular automata 
t i M~ = (K. ,  F, 3~, q~,F.) and 31'. = (K'., F, ~., q.,F~) with R, = L(M.), and 
p R. = L(M~). We can assume that 
t t K n K .  = K n K~, = K. n K .  : K ,  n Ka,, 
t t I =K.  nKa,. =K.  nK . .  = ~ for all p ,p ' inK ,  p4=p' .  
Let Z o , •o be new symbols. 
Let/~ --: /" k) {ZTo, ~o}. 
Let qo , f  be new states. 
Let K 1 = K u (U~ln~ (K. u K.)). 
Le tK :  K IUK  • {0,1,2}u{~]o,f}. 
Let _M = (/s X,/~, ~, ~b, qo, 2o, {f}), where ~b(q, a, A) = ~ for all (q, a, A) in 
J~ • (X u {e}) x F and ~ is defined below. 
(1) Start 
~(qo, c, 20) = {((p, 0), +l) l  p in K). 
and 
(2) Check i fy is in R. .  For all A in F, p in K, 
~((t', 0), ,, .d) = if(p, 0), +l)}, 
~((p, 0), r go) = {(q., --1)}. 
For all A in/ ' ,  p in K, s in K .  , f  in F~, 
~(s,., A) - {(~.(s, A), -1) ) ,  
$(f, ", go) = {((P, 1), 0)}, 
and 
~((p, l), ,, 20) = {(p, +l)}.  
(3) Imitate 3 
For all (q, a, A) in K X (X u {.}) X F, 3(q, a, A) C ~(q, a, A). 
r 
(4) Check if y is in R . .  
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For allp in K, A in F, s in K~ , f '  i nF , ,  ((p, 2), +1) is in $(p, e, 20) , and 
S((p, 2), ,, A) = {((p, 2), +1)}, 
~((p, 2), e, Zo) = {(q;, --1)), 
~(,, ,, A) = {(~;(,, A), --1)), 
and 
~(f', ,, Y~o) = ((], o)). 
(5) Accept 
For all p in F, A in F, 
(], --1) is in ~(p, e, A), 
(f, --1)is in ~(p, ~, 20), 
~(f, ,, A) = {(], -0} ,  
and 
g(f, ~, 20) = {(f, --1)). 
We note that if (qo, w, z, 1) ~ (f, ~, z, 0), then there are w in if*, and y in F*, 
such that z = wZoyZ oand (qo, -~/- 4- - 9 9 w, ZoYZo, 1) ~ (f, E, ZoYZo). From the defimtlon of 
R~ and M~, we see that 
(qo, ", •YZo, 1) ~ ((p, 1), ,, 2oy,~ o , 1) ~- (p, ,, ZoyZo, 2) 
if and only if 
(qo, ", Zo, O) ~ (p, , ,y,  1). 
From the rules of M, it is immediate th at for all p, p' in K, y in/ '*,  it, i2, w in Z'* 
(p, w, y, il) ~-s (F, ", Y,/2) 
if and only if 
(p, w, &yZ o ,/1 + 1) ~-~ (p', ,, ZoyZo, i2 + 1). 
9 9 t t - -  A*  - - -  - . From the defimtmn of R, and M~, (p, r ZoY2o, 1) ~ (f, e, Zoy2 o , 0) if and only 
9 t 9 9 t - * t t 9 9 9 ff there arep m/~,y, andj such that (p, e,y, 0) ~M (P, e,y ,j). Combining the above 
with the rules of (5), we see that C(M) C L(M). On the other hand, if w is in L(M), 
and ] w '~ > k, let Px, Pz, P3, it, i~, i s y and y' be as described in the statement of 
this lemma. Then: 
(~1o, ,, ZoY~o, 1) ~-~ (Pl, E, ZoY2o , 1) 
and 
(Px , w, goY~o , 1) ~ (P2 , ", 2oY2o, il + l). 
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A* Now i fy  = y' and (p.~, r il) ~ (P3, r i2) then 
' "~* goy2o ,  0). ~* g'oY2o, i2 + 1) ~ (f, ,, (pz ,  ,, goYgo,  il ~- 1) ~-  (P3, ", 
Otherwise, there is a p.~ such that: 
(P2, r ia) "~* " ' ~-  tP2, E, y, 0). 
and 
i * t (P2, ,,Y, 0) ~ (P3, ~,Y, i2). 
Then 
(P2 ,  ", /~0Y~0, i1 "~- l )  ~-~ (p2 ,  , ,  goY~o , 1) 
9 t 
((P2,2), ,, ZoyZo, l Y I + 2) 
w~ (f, ,, Zoygo , 0). 
In either case, w is in C(]11). Therefore, L ~ = C(2V/) k) L c~ {w ] [ w ! ~ k}. Again, 
L ~ {w I ] w ] ~ k} is regular and so in cg since cg is a full AFL [5]. Since c~ is a.full 
AFL,  it is closed under union. Thus, L is a cal. 
4. SUBSTITUTION 
We can now use Lemma 3.1 to force the stack head into the middle and use Lemma 
3.2 to force the stack head to the top. Playing off the two conditions against each other 
allows us to obtain the necessary contradictions. We now examine a special type of 
substitution operation and establish a necessary and sufficient condition for that 
operation to preserve membership in .La or ..W N . 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let Z be finite. For any L in .LP, let ,L ~ be the substitution defined by 
~'Lr(a) = aL for a in Z. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L 1C ~1 Z* and Lz C Z2~ ~ be in .LP with Z l n Z 2= ~. Then 
"r~(Lx) is in .W(is in ~)  if and only if either L 1 is context-free (is regular) or else L 2 
is a cal. 
Proof. For convenience, le t ,  : ~-~12 . If L z is a cal, then 7 preserves membership 
in ~ and .LP u by Lemma 1.1. I fL  x is context-free, T(La) is in .La by [7]. Every full AFL 
is closed under substitution into regular sets, and s is a full AFL  [5]. 
Now let L : T(LI) = L(M) for a one-way stack automaton 
M = (K, Z' 1 w L'2,/ ' ,  3, 3b, q0, Z0, Y). 
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If La =: ~,  L 1 is context-free, and if L~ = ;3, L2 is a cal. Assume Lz # ~ :~z L 2 . 
For each i, 1 ~ i ~ 2, we shall define a one-way stack automaton Mi such that" 
L i = L(3d i )  and Lx is nonerasing if M is nonerasing. Let 
M~ = (K, 271, F, ~ ,  Sl~, qo, Zo ,F), 
where for all (q, A) in K • / 'and  all a in ~'1, 
and 
Sl(q, a, A) = S(q, a, zj), Slb(q , a, A) --- S(q, a, A), 
St(q, r A) = ~ 3(q, b, A) u 3(q, E, A), 
binZ~, 
3xb(q, E, A) = (3 So(q, b, A) u go(q, E, A). 
bin2:2 
3/1 simply treats any w in Xi ~ as the empty string. Since L~ z# ~,  clearly L 1 = L(M1). 
The device M,, will act in three phases--first treating everything as the empty string, 
then reading w as aw, then finally acting only on null input. Formally, 
M 2 ---- (K • {0, 1,2},Z2,-r ' ,s~. ,S2b,(qo,O),Zo,F • {1, 2}), 
where S~ and S~b are described below. For all (q, a, A) in K • (L'~ u {e}) • F, if 
(q', a) is in S(q, a, A)[Sb(q, a, A)], then ((q', 0), ~) is in S2((q, 0), ,, A)[32b((q, 0), ,, A)], 
((q', 1), a) is in S2((q, 1), a, A)[S2b(( q, 0), a, A)], and ((q', 2), a) is in 
S2((q, 2), r A)[32b((q, 2), E, A)]. 
For all (q, a, A) in K • Z" a • /', if (q', c 0 is in 3(q, a, n)[Sb(q, a, A)], then ((q', 0), ~) 
and ((q', I), ~x) are in S2((q , 0), e, A)[S2b((q, 0), E, A)], and ((q', 2), ~) is in 
8~((q, l), ~, A)[s~((q, 1), ,,A)], 
and ((q', 2), ~) is in 3a((q, 2), ~, A)[32b((q, 1), ~, A)]. Since L~ :T& ~,  L(M2) = L~. 
For each w in Z'* and a l ." a. in Z'IZ* , each a i in Z' a , let 
t~(a~ "'" an, w) = alwa2w ". a,w. 
For all (w 1 , w~) inL 1 • L o, i~(wl, w2) must be inL = 7(L1). Consider the action of M 
on such t~(x, y). We shall see that M spends either too much time on top of the stack 
and L t is context-free or else it spends too little time and Lz is a cal. 
Suppose the following condition holds for all a a ... a, inL1, ai in 27~ and n ~ 2. 
(l) There is a word w in L2 and there are states p~ ..... Pn in K, Pn+l in F, words 
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wz, Wl ,..., wn, w, in 27" with w = w~w i , 1 ~ i <~ n, stacks y1 ,...,Y,-~I i n / ' *  and an 
integer j such that: 
(qo , alwl , Zo , O) ~M (Px , ~, Y~ , 0), 
(p , ,  w'a~+tW~+a, y ,  O) ~ (P~+t, ~, Y,+I, 0), for I ~< i < n, 
and 
p * 
(Pn, w, ,y . ,  0) ~ (p,+x, ", Y.+I ,J). 
Informally, condition (1) says that for some w inL 2 and for some accepting configura- 
tion in M, the stack head of M comes to the top during the scan of each aiw. If (1) 
holds in M, then in M 1 we have: 
and 
(qo, ax, Zo, O) ~ (p , ,  ~, y~, 0), 
(p , ,  a ,+a,y , ,0 )  ~-  (p,+~, ~,y,+x,0),  for 1 <~ i < n, 
(it),, ~ ,y , ,  0) ~ (Pn+l, ~, Yn+x ,j). 
Thus, if (1) holds for all a 1 .-. a,  inL  1 with n ~ 2, then the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 
holds for M 1 with k = 1, and L z = L(M1) is context-free. Furthermore, if M is 
nonerasing, so is M 1 and L I = L(M1) is regular. 
Now if (1) does not hold for all a 1 ... a,~ in L 1 with n ~ 2, then for some al "'" a.  in 
L 1 , n ~ 2, condition (2) below must hold. 
(2) For all w in L 2 , there is an integer i, 1 ~ i ~ n and there are states q, q' in K, 
f in F, stacks y, y '  in F*, and integers Jx, J~ such that 
(qo , F(ax "'" an, w), Zo , 0)) ~ (q, aiw ... anw, y, i) 
. . t .  , t , 
(q', a,+xw "" anw, Y,Jl) ~ (f, E, y,12). 
I f  (2) holds in M, then in M 2 we have: 
((qo, 0), E, Z o , 0) @ ((q, 0), E, y, i), 
A*  ((q, 0), w,y ,  i) ~ ;  ((q', 1), a,Y,Jx), 
t 9 , v 9 and ((q, 1), E,y,z) ~ ((f , l ) ,  c ,y , )2) ,  where l - -  1 if n = i and l = 2 if n >~ i + 1. 
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 holds for M 2 and L 2 is a cal. 
Lemma 4.1 allows us to give a necessary and sufficient condition for LP to be closed 
under substitution by -W 2 into .Z' 1 . 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let .Z'~ and .Z' 2 be subAFL of .SP (of ~r  ~(~?'N) is closed under 
substitutions into oZ' 1 by ~2 if and only if either ~'1 C .~c(~ C_ ~R)  or else -s C_ ~: 
Proof. oW is closed under substitutions into the context-free languages [7]. Any 
full AFL  is closed under substitutions into ~R,  the family of regular sets [5]. In 
Lemma 1.1 we saw that ~Z' and c~r162 are closed under substitution by W. 
Let ~,r be closed under substitution into old' 1by c~v 2. Suppose L 1 is in .L~al but not in 
.Z'c, that is, L 1 is not context-free. Then L 1 ~- ~ and L 1 :~ {e). Let L 1 C X*. Then 
L'  1 : L 1 n / IX*  is in -W 1and is not context-free. Let Le be any member of .Z' 2 , 
with Z ~ L 2 =7(= {E}. Let L2 _C X~*. For each a in X2, let/~- be a new symbol not in L'~. 
Let g' s : {ff I a in Z'z}. Let h be the one-one homomorphism from L'* onto Is* defined 
by h(a) : a for a in Z'~. Let L'~ : h(L2) r~ lala*. Then L~ is in c ,a ,  since ogaz is an 
AFL. Let r be the subst, itution r~,*. By hypothesis, T(L~) is in ~.  By Lemma 4.1, 
L'2 must be a cal, since L~ is not co~text-free. Therefore, Le = h-l(L~) w (Le ~ {~)) is 
in ~g, since cg is a full AFL. Hence og*'z _C <g. Thus, if s is closed under substitution by 
.Z'z into .,W~ either all members of ~1 are context-free or else ~'z C T. Similarly, if 
-gPN is closed under substitution by ~'2 into ~1,  either all members of .E,a~ are regular 
or  else ~'~ _C ~. 
Remark. For any full AFL .~, if ~"  is the family of all languages L such that 
~L)  is in ~-  for every substitution r, then .~-' is a full AFL. Theorems 4.1 and 2.2 allow 
us to conclude that the result in [7] is the best possible. Namely, ~a  is the largest AFL 
.Z'~ such that oZ' is closed under substitution into ~q~. 
THEOREM 4.2. (1) Let g~' 1C s be an AFL. 0s176163 is closed under substitution i to 
-~x if and only if .~l C_ .Wc(SP 1C -s 
(2) Let ~2 C .Z' be an AFL..W(or ~,r is closed under substitution by ~Z' 2 if and 
only if gF~ C ~g. 
Proof. The " i f"  parts of ( l )  and (2) follow from Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 4.1, if 
.s eN) is closed under substitution by .W into Lvl, 0?'1 must be contained in the 
context-free (regular) sets since oW(-WN) is not contained in cg by Theorem 2.2. 
Similarly, if .W(.s is closed under substitution into .Z'(LP~r by LP N then .Z' 2 Ccg 
since both ~ and .W~. contain languages that are not context-free (or regular) [7]. 
THEOREM 4.3. (I) ~ is not closed under substitution. 
(2) .s is not closed under substitution. 
Proof. Setting .Z' 1 = ~,~ 2 =: ~a in Theorem 4.1 we obtain a contradiction since .W 
contains languages (e.g. {a "2 ! n ~ 1}) which are neither context-free nor cal. 
THEOREM 4.4. .W N is properly contained in .Z'. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4. I, if L 1 C Z'1s is context-free and not regular, and L~ is in 
Afu --  W with L~ C 2,'zZ'~', then r~,(Lt) is in Af --  Afu. 
Remark. The family of one-way nested stack automaton languages [1], [2] contains 
Af and is closed under substitution; hence by Theorem 4.3 they properly contain ~.  
It can be shown that the nested stack automaton languages properly include the least 
AFL  containing ~ and closed under substitution. 
5. QUAsi-REAL-TIME STACK AUTOMATA 
We shall use the techniques of the previous section to show that Af @ c f, t and 
AfN @ ~ot.7 First we need a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L 1 be in Af  with LICC_Z1Zx* and 221 n {a, b} = ~.  Let 
L 2 = {a"b ~ [ n ~ 1 }. Then rr12(Lx) is in Af  but r~(La) is in Af t i f  and only i l L  1 is context- 
free; ~-~t2(L1) is in Af  N t i f  and only i l L  1 is regular. 
Proof. Again, let r : = TS~L~ " First observe that L 2 is a cal and hence T(L1) is in Af. 
L 2 is also context-free. The context-free languages are closed under substitution [4] and 
every context-free language is definable by a quasi-real-time pda and hence is in Aft [9]. 
Hence r(Lx) is in Aft if L1 is context-free. Af~,t is an AFL containing {~} and thus closed 
under substitution into regular sets [5]. L 2 is clearly in Af~.~. Hence, if L 1 is regular, 
then ~-(L1) is in AfN ~. 
Suppose T(L1) is in Aft. If L 1 := ~,  L 1 is context-free. Assume L 1 5~: 7~. Let 
L - z(L1) =- L (M)  where M = (K, Z', F, 3, 3b, qo, Zo,  F) and M is quasi-real-time. 
Let nl, nz ,..., n~ .... be the infinite sequence of positive integers defined as follows. 
Let k 1 = #K.  Let n I - :  (k 1 -- 2). For all l >~ 2, let n~ ~ k~(l -g 2 Y~i[l~ n~) + 1. For 
all l and all c 1 .'. c~ in Z'I, let tz(q -.. Cz) = cla"Ib"te2a'~b . . . . . .  cla"zb ~ . Observe that for all 
l >~ 1, and all cx ..... c~ in Z'I, n~ > hi( [ c, I + [/z(q "" c~_1)[). 
Since M is quasi-real-time, for all w in Z'I* , q in K, y in F* and integer j, if 
(qo , w, Zo , O) ~2_ (q, ~, y,  j) ,  then !y ] ~ [ w ~. In particular, if w = ~(q '"  c~_x)c~ , 
then !Y 'l -~ [ tZ(Cl "'" e l - l ) ' ,  -~ [ s < nz/kx . 
On the other hand, suppose q .'. c~ is in L 1 , ci in Z' 1 , and 
(qO' ~(Cl "'" Or), Z0, O) ~ (ql, Wqbn'w,y,Jl) 
(q2, w, y, J2) 
v-L- (qs, e, Y', J3) 
.W ~ .L at has been shown independently by Schkolnick using different methods [12]. 
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for some qa, q2 inK,  q3 in F, word uy, y '  in F* and integers Jl , J2, j3.  Since 
I Y [ < ndka,  M must have visited some square o fy  twice in the same state during the- 
scan o fa  m. That is, there are integers t1 , t~ , j , ,  t~ :3~ 0 and a state p such that 
(ql, a" 47",w, y, Jx) ~-  (P, a'~ rhb'hw, y,  j , )  
I A* (p, a._~x_~,bn,w,y,j ,) 
I ,1. (q2, w, y , j2 ) .  
Then by definition of I '~* , (p, a t"-, y , j , )  t "~* (p, ~, y , j , )  and for any m ~ 0, 
(p, a". ' ,  y , j , )  ~ (p, " ,Y ,A) .  
Consequently, if/~(c I ... cr) = xan'b"~w, (qo , xa~-~t~'~'w, Zo , O) ~ (qs , ~, Y',J~) for 
all m ~ --1. Therefore, xa'~Wnt*b"~w is in L = L(M)  = r(Lx). Then a"~+'~'t*b"~ is in L2, 
which is a contradiction for m ~ 0. 
Therefore, for each c x "" c, in L x we must have Px ..... Pr in K, Pr+I in F, Yx .... , Yr+l 
in F*, integers jx ..... Jr+1 such that 
(q0, t~(q "'" c,), Z o , O) ~-  (px , caa"~b'~ ..... Y l  ,J~) 
~2_ (p,  , c2a,,,b,,.~ ... Y2 , j2). 
9 .. ~-- (pr ,  c,.a",b",,y, ,h )  ~-- (Pr+~, ",Y,.+~ ,jr+~) 
and for each l, 1 ~< 1 ~< r, there are p~ in K, y't in F* and an integer tz ~< n~ with 
(p, , c~a",b", .... Yt ,j~) ~ (Pi,  at'b"' "" ,Y~, O) 
~- (P,+, ..... Y,+x, j,+l). 
I f  we define _/1~ from M as we did in the proof of Lemma 4.1, then Lx = L(M~) 
and 3/1 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 and so Lx is context-free. I f  M is 
nonerasing then M x is nonerasing and so L~ is regular. 
Since .s and .Z'/r contain languages that are not context-free and hence not 
regular, we obtain at once the theorem' below. 
THEoav2a 5.1. ,LP :Iz ,LP t attd Xelr ~= .LPNt. *~N and ~t  are incomparable. 
Proof. Let L 1 = {c'~dnc"]n >~ 1}. L x is in ..WN e but is not context-free. Let 
L 2 = {a~b n ] n >~ 1}. Let 271 = {c, d}. Then T~(LI) is in .La~r but not in .o~ t or .LPNt. On 
the other hand, i fL  3 C 131* is context-free, c is not in I aL  4 -- {cn2/n >~ 1), ~](L3) is 
in .Let but not -Late. 
COROLLARY. ,~ is not a ful l  AFL. 
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Proof. Every member of &a can be expressed as h(L) for some L in &at and some 
homomorphism h [5]. 
There are AFL 's  such as the family of context-sensitive languages which are not full 
AFL  but are closed under linear erasing. 8 Neither &at nor &aN t are closed under 
linear erasing. For example the language 
L -- (ca"lbn~d~l~ m~ "'" can*b'**d~kb ~k da""b'~:dm'b -'~' "'" da",b"Id"~b"~ [k ~ 1, n,,  mi >/1} 
is in .~N t. I fh  is the homomorphism defined on {a, b, c, d, gt, 6}* by h(c) = c, h(d) = d, 
h(a) = a, h(b) = b, h(d) = h(/~) = ~, then for each w in L, [wl  ~ 2 I h(w)l. But 
h(L) = ~-f~(Lx), where Z'~ = {c, d}*, L a = {c"d" [ n ~ 1} and L~ = {a"b" [ n ~>1}. 
By Lemma 5.1, h(L) is not in .?'N t, since L 1 is not regular. We can find a similar example 
for &at. 
COROLLARY. .~t and &aN t are not closed under linear erasing. 
The languages defined by a family of one-way nondeterministic automata re the 
homomorphic images of members of the corresponding family of deterministic 
languages [5]. We shall see that there are members of &a not expressible as E-free 
homomorphic images of deterministic languages. 
DEFINITION 5.1. M = (K, 27, F, 8, 8b, qo, Z0, F) is deterministic f #8(q, a, A) ~< 1 
and #Sb(q, a, A) ~< 1 for all (q, a, A) in K • (27 u {E}) • F. &aa(.LPNa ) is the family of 
all languages L such that L = L(M)  for some deterministic l-way (nonerasing) stack 
automaton m. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For any family.9 r of languages, H(~-) is the family of all languages 
h(L) for L in ~- and h an E-free homomorphism. 
THEOREM 5.2. H(&aa)[H(&aue)] is an AFL  but not a full  AFL.  
&a~ c H(&a ~) C &a 
~P N t C_ H (.~ N a) C _~CP lv . 
Proof. The families H(&a a) and H(,.~N a) are  AFL's and contain the corresponding 
quasi-real-time families, and their closures under homomorphism are &a and &aN 
correspondingly [7], [8], [5]. For any one-way deterministic stack automaton M we 
can find a one-way deterministic stack automaton M'  such thatL(M) = L(M') ,  and M'  
does not increase its stack during a-rules (i.e., if g0(q, E, A) = (q', a), then ~ r F). 
8 A family .~" is closed under linear erasing if h(L) is in #- whenever L is in ~-, h is a homo- 
morphism and there is an integer k such that i w I ~< k I h(w) I for all to in L. 
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The stack of M '  is bounded in length by the input read. If h is a c-free homomorphism 
then there is a one-way stack automaton M" with L(M ~) = h(L(M')) such that the 
stack of M" is bounded in length by the length of the input read to date. Examining 
the proof of Lemma 5.1 we see that this is the condition that requires L t to be context- 
free if r(Lt) is quasi-real-time: namely, that the stack is bounded in length by the length 
of the input. Hence, ifL 1 is nonerasing but not context-free, then r(L1) is in f f  and -~N 
but not in H(.LP a) and hence not in H(.~q~Na ). 
Remark. Lemma 5.1 holds if L~ is any nonregular qr cal. Hence we can show that 
.~t and H(.L# a) are closed under substitution by an AFL -~i only if ~1  C ~.  Further- 
more, .o~ ~ is closed under substitution i to an AFL .~~ 1 if and only if .L# 1 _C -~r 9 It 
can be shown that .~t is properly contained in H(.~ a) and that .~N t is properly con- 
tained in H(.~Na). 
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